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Abstract

In typical statistical learning studies, researchers define sequences in terms of the probability of

the next item in the sequence given the current item (or items), and they show that high probabil-

ity sequences are treated as more familiar than low probability sequences. Existing accounts of

these phenomena all assume that participants represent statistical regularities more or less as they

are defined by the experimenters—as sequential probabilities of symbols in a string. Here we offer

an alternative, or possibly supplementary, hypothesis. Specifically, rather than identifying or label-

ing individual stimuli discretely in order to predict the next item in a sequence, we need only

assume that the participant is able to represent the stimuli as evincing particular similarity rela-

tions to one another, with sequences represented as trajectories through this similarity space. We

present experiments in which this hypothesis makes sharply different predictions from hypotheses

based on the assumption that sequences are learned over discrete, labeled stimuli. We also present

a series of simulation models that encode stimuli as positions in a continuous two-dimensional

space, and predict the next location from the current location. Although no model captures all of

the data presented here, the results of three critical experiments are more consistent with the view

that participants represent trajectories through similarity space rather than sequences of discrete

labels under particular conditions.
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1. Introduction

The ability to absorb sequential regularities when passively viewing or listening to

streams of stimuli is often referred to as “statistical learning.” Phenomena associated with

statistical learning have generated considerable interest as evidence for a domain- and

species-general mechanism that may contribute to the acquisition of representations that

support complex (and, often, plausibly domain- and species-specific) abilities, like lan-

guage. These phenomena have been studied in human infants and adults (Saffran, Aslin,

& Newport, 1996; Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998, inter alia), non-human primates

(Hauser, Newport, & Aslin, 2001), rodents (Toro & Trobal�on, 2005), and birds (Gentner,

Fenn, Margoliash, & Nusbaum, 2006; Lu & Vicario, 2014), and with a wide variety of

stimuli, including syllables (Saffran et al., 1996; Thompson & Newport, 2007), artificial

words (G�omez, 2002), combinations of polygons (Fiser & Aslin, 2002), and musical tones

(Creel, Newport, & Aslin, 2004; Saffran, 2003; Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport,

1999), among others.

In a typical statistical learning experiment, participants are presented with a sequence

comprising repeated sequences of discrete stimuli. Afterwards, they show evidence of

greater familiarity with compositions of the stimuli that are consistent with the statistical

pattern in the familiarization stream. For example, participants may be asked to listen to

a sequence in which stimuli A, B, C, and D are organized into the experimenter-defined

“words” AB and CD, so that a stream might include sequences such as ABCDA-

BABCDCD. In this scenario, participants can show evidence that they recover the experi-

menter-defined structure by showing differences in response to “word” stimuli (where

syllable transitions within the word are entirely predictable) and “part-word” stimuli

(where syllable transitions within the part-words, e.g., BC or DA, are less predictable).

These effects are robust, even when great care is taken to eliminate perceptual cues to

the intended groupings, leaving only the statistical information that A predicts B more

reliably than B predicts A or C as the basis for this computation. Here we consider an

alternative framing of statistical learning in which stimuli are not assumed to be identified

and counted, but rather, are perceived to lie in a similarity space (e.g., Shepard, 1958),

and transitions are then learned as trajectories through this space.

1.1. Existing models of statistical learning require some form of label on which to
operate

Very different formalisms have been proposed to explain statistical learning, such as

simple recurrent networks (Elman, 1990, 1991), Bayesian inference (Frank, Goldwater,

Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2010), recursive parsing into clusters (Perruchet & Vinter,

1998), and algebraic rule induction (Marcus, Vijayan, Rao, & Vishton, 1999), but they

share a common assumption that the perception of the stimuli used in the experiment is

isomorphic to the description of the stimuli on which the experimental design is based.

That is, for each occurrence of the same stimulus (e.g., A), the perceptual system is able
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to identify it (or at least reliably label it) in such a way that the instances of stimulus B

following stimulus A can be recorded, and transitional probabilities can then be computed

from this record.

Implicit to the notion that something abstracted away from the stimulus itself must be

counted is also the broad claim that statistical learning occurs in more or less the same

manner for a broad range of stimulus classes. For example, Meyer and Baldwin (2011),

familiarized viewers with sequences in which a video of an actor waving her arms pre-

dicted a video of the same actor picking up a candlestick. Gebhart, Newport, and Aslin

(2009) presented participants with streams of error noises from an old version of Mac

OS, so that a quacking duck was predictive of a synthesized voice saying “eep!” Only if

we can express such sequences more abstractly as “the probability of Stimulus B given

Stimulus A,” does it make sense to contemplate that they may be handled by the same

mechanism. The potential for modality- or domain-specificity in statistical learning has

been considered to some extent. For example, Emberson, Conway, and Christiansen

(2011) demonstrated that the optimal speed for stimulus presentation is dependent on

modality; Siegelman et al. (2017) examined statistical learning for sequences of shapes

and syllables and observed that individual differences in performance did not correlate

across modality. Our approach provides a novel way of motivating hypotheses about dif-

ferences observed across modalities and stimulus types.

1.2. Ambiguity is rampant in perception and communication signals

Given that ambiguity about the intended signal is a universal characteristic of natural

communication systems (Hockett, 1960; Shannon, 1948), it is easy to see that any bot-

tom-up signal decoding process assumed by statistical learning theory is very much sus-

ceptible to mis-categorization of the incoming signal, and indeed that there is likely some

degree of regularity to patterns of misclassification that reflect the similarity space of the

stimuli (Peterson & Barney, 1952). Even when overt measures of perceptual decisions

produce fairly crisp and discretized categorization, more subtle measures of performance

dynamics indicate online (McMurray, Tanenhaus & Aslin, 2002; Spivey, Grosjean, &

Knoblich, 2005) and residual (Andruski, Blumstein, & Burton, 1994) influences of more

graded, continuous processes at work.

The complexity of stimulus categorization is often eschewed in experimental designs

by using stimuli that dramatically reduce physical variability among category members.

In studies that use speech, for example, synthetic or cross-spliced recordings are typical,

and thus the variability across instances of the same syllable is minimal—whereas the

realization of speech categories in natural settings is characterized by a high degree of

variability (e.g., Johnson, Ladefoged, & Lindau, 1993). The restricted variability in these

experiments is well motivated by a variety of design constraints—in particular, eliminat-

ing perceptual cues to word boundaries: Variation in fundamental frequency, loudness,

duration, and gestural precision with which individual syllables are realized in natural

speech are also very salient cues to word and phrase boundaries (Jusczyk et al., 1992).

While removing extraneous sources of stimulus variability is an important control in such
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studies, it also provides participants with identical or nearly identical stimulus tokens over

which to track statistical regularities. This renders questions about the format of represen-

tations over which statistical regularities are computed inscrutable, because participants

could be learning regularities over units at any level of abstraction - from the particular

recording used to a general-use representation of the syllable stored in long-term memory.

Thus, in order to understand how the results of statistical learning generalize to real-world

scenarios (such as language acquisition), it is important to understand how perceptual and

working memory systems deal with ambiguities in the signal for statistical learning to be

applicable to learning statistics from naturalistic stimuli.

1.3. An alternative approach to statistical learning

We propose an alternative to assuming that stimuli are categorized by the listener;

instead, we propose that participants are aware of how stimuli are situated with respect to

one another in a perceptual similarity space (Shepard, 1965). This is perhaps easiest to

understand by considering studies in which participants learn sequences of tones varying

only on one dimension: frequency. Whereas, Only 1 in 10,000 adults can correctly label

musical notes in untimed tests (Ward, 1999), but infants readily learn to segment

sequences of tones (Saffran, 2003). The precision of the representations underlying

infants’ learning in this case is a matter of debate (Trehub, 2003), but it is clear that they

are not literally identifying the musical notes as categories named C, D#, or G, for exam-

ple, in real time during familiarization. It is not hard to imagine, however, that partici-

pants are approximately aware of each stimulus as differing in its relative position on the

scale to the previous stimulus (i.e., “lower” or “higher,” by “a lot” or by “a little,” essen-

tially computing a derivative) and that sequences might be encoded in an approximate

description of this type. For example, the participant could learn that, from somewhere in

the middle of the scale, it is likely that the next stimulus will be substantially higher in

pitch, and from there it is even more likely that the next stimulus will be just a little bit

lower than the last. In this way, they could be said to learn sequences as trajectories in a

one-dimensional space defined by relative pitch, without assuming that they specifically

categorized or recognized the identity of any of the individual stimuli.

This way of thinking about statistical learning, as tracking locations in a similarity

space rather than predicting the next symbol in a sequence, is consonant with analyses of

simple recurrent networks (SRNs) that find “structure in time” (Elman, 1991). When

trained on unsegmented sequences of letters that made up words, the models produce

peaks in prediction error at the ends of words, providing a potential internal cue to word

boundaries. Similarly, when trained on simple grammar, the models produced the greatest

error on ungrammatical strings. Analyses of this later class of models demonstrated that

they represented sentences as transitions through a space defined by activity over their

hidden units, so that the states of the model for the word “boy” differed depending on

whether it was the subject or object of a sentence, for example. Thus, although the mod-

el’s input and output were frankly symbolic—that is, localist representations of individual

words—the computational-level description of what the simulations accomplished was
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not. On this view, discrete, symbolic representations are a useful level of description for

public communication about mental states, but we risk mistaking the map for the terrain

if we assume discrete representations are really the coin of the realm for the private,

internal processes that make up much of cognition. This approach has been elaborated in

the form of continuous, recurrent models (Spivey & Dale, 2006; Spivey, Grosjean, &

Knoblich, 2005) and a proposal that language representations in particular be understood

as sequences of events that can be visualized as locations in a multidimensional space

(Onnis & Spivey, 2012).

We have explicitly studied the relationship between statistical learning and the percep-

tual space formed by the experimental stimuli in one prior study (Emberson, Liu, &

Zevin, 2013). In that study, stimuli were drawn from four categories defined by more or

less salient acoustic properties (Wade & Holt, 2005). We used multidimensional scaling

of similarity judgments to characterize the similarity space of those stimuli, determining

that one pair of categories was harder to discriminate than the other. Items from the

easier categories formed linearly separable clusters in the similarity space, whereas items

from the harder categories were interdigitated with one another in a single cluster. The

results supported the conclusion that learning and generalization were constrained by the

arrangement of stimuli in perceptual similarity space. Participants readily learned transi-

tions from one cluster to another, and even generalized to novel stimuli in the same

region of the similarity space. But, importantly, participants did not learn sequences in

which transitions occurred within a cluster. Thus, it is possible that participants were not

learning sequences over labels at all, but were instead directly tracking the trajectory of a

sequence through the similarity space. However, because of the particular details of the

stimuli in that experiment, we cannot rule out the alternative explanation that participants

formed ad hoc labels for the stimuli based on their clustering in similarity space and used

those labels to calculate similarity statistics (Brady & Oliva, 2008).

In this study, we have devised a situation in which distinct predictions are made by

two characterizations of statistical learning: the existing view (i.e., that sequences are

learned over discrete stimulus labels) and the view we introduce here (i.e., that sequences

are learned as trajectories through similarity space). Stimuli are drawn from a physical

space defined by perceptually equal steps in two acoustic parameters. We familiarized

participants with bigram sequences defined over the quadrants of this space, so that the

upper left quadrant could be Stimulus A, and the lower left quadrant Stimulus B, etc.

(see Fig. 1). When stimuli are drawn from highly distinct “corners” of this space, with no

or little within-quadrant variability (Experiments 1 and 2), familiarity ratings show that

participants learn statistical regularities in a way that is broadly consistent with either

labeling or tracking trajectories through perceptual space. When stimuli are drawn evenly

from throughout the perceptual space, however, as in Experiments 3–5, familiarity ratings

are more easily explained by assuming that participants are tracking trajectories through

similarity space than by assuming that they learn sequences over more abstract, categori-

cal labels. Simulation models that treat stimuli as locations in a continuous two-dimen-

sional space capture key features of the data, particularly in Experiments 3–5, that cannot
easily be predicted based on transitional probabilities computed over labels.
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2. Experiment 1

This first experiment is designed to establish that statistical learning effects can be

observed with stimuli drawn from the perceptual space to be used throughout this

paper. For consistency with prior statistical learning experiments, we used only four

stimuli, drawn from the “corners” of the perceptual space and repeated exactly from

trial to trial (see Fig. 1). Thus, although the stimuli are unfamiliar to participants and

do not have a priori labels, they are highly discriminable from one another, and could

plausibly support either ad hoc labeling, or tracking trajectories through similarity

space.

We also introduce a novel approach to test for statistical learning using familiarity rat-

ings and multiple categories of test stimuli. After the presentation of the familiarization

stream, we presented participants with four different stimulus sequence types: “Words,”

that is, bigrams with a transitional probability of 1; “Part-words,” that is, bigrams with a

transitional probability of 0.5; “Non-words,” that is, bigrams with a transitional probabil-

ity of 0; and “Reduplications,” that is, repetitions of the same stimulus twice in a row,

which also had a transitional probability of 0. Participants rated the familiarity of these

bigrams on a five-point scale. In this way, we hoped to observe relatively fine-grained

differences in familiarity between sequences, while limiting the number of trials to pre-

vent learning at test. The Reduplication condition is also an important control for later

experiments, in which different stimuli drawn from the same category will be a critical

stimulus type.

Fig. 1. The four sound classes used in Experiment 1 in the feature space.
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2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Thirty-six undergraduate students at University of Southern California were recruited

from the Psychology Department subject pool; half of them were randomly assigned to

each counterbalancing condition.

2.1.2. Stimuli
Stimuli were drawn from the corners of an acoustic space used in prior studies of audi-

tory category learning (Holt & Lotto, 2006) and were created by orthogonally varying the

carrier frequency of a sine wave and the modulation frequency of the same wave. Holt

and Lotto identified roughly equal step sizes along these dimensions for the frequency

range used throughout the experiments reported here. The “corners” of this space are

defined by the extreme values of each dimension: 690 Hz and 960 Hz for carrier fre-

quency, and 35 Hz and 197 Hz for modulation frequency. Each stimulus consisted of 300

ms of sound, following a 300 ms silence as the ISI in the training phase. Fig. 1 (and all

subsequent figures) show Stimulus B as corresponding to the minimum values on both

dimensions and Stimulus C as corresponding to the maximum values on both dimensions.

We used these stimuli to create two “words,” AB and CD. That is to say, the A sound

was always followed by a B sound, and the C sound was always followed by a D sound, but

either A or C could follow either B or D. For counterbalancing purposes, another assignment

of corners to the labeling scheme (switching the label of B with A, and D with C) was used

to generate training and testing sequences. In this way, the specific sequences that consti-

tuted part-words and words were counterbalanced across participants.

2.2. Design and procedure

2.2.1. Training phase
The experimenter read instructions to participants before the experimental task began.

The stimuli presentation software Paradigm (Perception Research Systems, 2015) was

used to present instructions, play the sounds in both training and testing phases, and

gather familiarity ratings from participants. The instructions made it clear that participants

would listen passively to a rather long sound sequence, after which they would be asked

to rate the familiarity of test sequences. A total of 512 AB words and 512 CD words

were randomly concatenated together to create a familiarization stream that lasted approx-

imately 10.5 min, given each sound lasts 300 ms with a 300 ms inter-stimulus interval

(ISI). Participants listened to the sound stream passively through the headphones.

2.2.2. Test phase
Immediately after the training phase, the testing phase began. Onscreen instructions

asked participants to listen to sequences of two stimuli (presented with the same ISI as

during familiarization) and indicate whether they had heard them during the training

phase. Participants clicked any location on the screen to start each trial. On each trial,
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participants listened to a bigram sequence and responded to a text prompt: “Do you think

that you heard this sequence in the previous section?” They responded by clicking on one

of five text boxes arrayed from left to right on the screen: “Definitely,” “Maybe,” “Not

Sure,” “Maybe Not,” “Definitely Not.” Clicking on any of these cleared the screen and

initiated a 1 second delay before the next trial.

There were a total of 16 test trials, 4 from each of four conditions: Word (AB, CD),

Part-word (BA, BC, DA, DC), Non-word (AC, AD, CA, CB), and Reduplication (AA,

BB, etc.). The category “Word” only had two items, so these were each presented twice.

The sequence of the 16 test trials was randomized for each participant.

2.2.3. Analysis
We coded the scale of “Definitely,” “Maybe,” “Not Sure,” “Maybe Not,” and “Definitely

Not” into numeric values of 1 through 5 and averaged these by condition for each partici-

pant. We ran mixed effect linear regressions in Stata1 (StataCorp, 2015) with ratings as the

dependent variable, test category as a fixed effect and a by-subject random intercept.

2.3. Results and discussion

The results demonstrated typical statistical learning effects with some interesting nuan-

ces, as shown in Fig. 2. Words were rated as more familiar than all other categories, as

Fig. 2. Ratings by Test Category in Experiment 1. Each dot represents a mean of ratings by subject in that

test category, and the solid line and shadows represent the mean and 95% confidence interval of all ratings in

that test category.
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compared to Part-words (b = 0.645, z = 5.08, p < 0.001), Non-words (b = 0.729,

z = 5.73, p < 0.001), and Reduplication (b = 2.125, z = 16.70, p < 0.001). The Part-word

and Non-word conditions did not differ from one another (b = 0.083, z = 0.65,

p = 0.513), although they differed greatly in their transitional probability (0.5 vs. 0).

Finally, we found an unexpectedly large difference between the Reduplication condi-

tion and the three other conditions. More specifically. it was rated as less familiar than

Non-word (b = �1.396, z = �10.97, p < 0.001), Part-word (b = �1.479, z = �11.62,

p < 0.001), and Word conditions (b = �2.125, z = �16.70, p < 0.001). This difference

cannot be predicted on the basis of absorbing transitional probabilities alone since–the
transitional probability of Reduplication and Non-word trials is identical. The distribution

of the rating data is plotted in Fig. 2.

3. Simulation 1

Many different models seem capable of capturing these results. Given our premise

that stimuli are represented as locations in perceptual similarity space, the key feature a

model must have is that it encodes positions in space more or less continuously (e.g.,

as interval-scale values on two input variables representing the current position as a

predictor, and on two output variables representing the subsequent predicted position).

We settled on feed-forward neural network models because, although the results of

Experiment 1 would likely be fitted well with a much simpler linear model, we antici-

pated future experiments in which nonlinear computations would be necessary. Thus,

using a universal function approximator allows us to use the same architecture and

learning rules across the full range of experiments in this paper. Further, because the

sequences were composed of bigram pairs, the model can make predictions based solely

on its current input and therefore does not need to store previous items as would a

recurrent network.

3.1. Design and procedure

In order to simulate learning in our experiments, we developed a simple feed-for-

ward, back-propagation neural network using PDPTool (McClelland, 2015; McClelland,

Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986). The model was trained to predict the next stimulus from

the current stimulus as bigram pairs. The neural network used a logistic activation

function and had two input units, two output units, a two-unit hidden layer and a bias

unit (see Fig. 3). Each stimulus was coded as a pair of coordinates representing its

location in the stimuli feature space defined by its modulation and carrier frequency.

The model was then trained to predict the coordinate location of the next stimulus as

a bigram of continuous values. Inputs and outputs were scaled to fit within the valid

range of input [�1,1] and output [0,1] values. The input and output ranges differ due

to constraints of the modeling software. The default activation function in PDPTool is

logistic (rather than tanh, for example), which produces output in the range [0,1] but
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can take any input. We chose an input range of [�1,1] to take advantage of the full

space and avoid issues with how the model treats the corners of the space. Although

the input and output ranges are different, their values can be similarly mapped to

coordinates in the feature space defined by modulation and carrier frequency. To pre-

vent early entrenchment, batch training was performed such that network connections

were updated after each training epoch rather than after each item.

Error scores for test items were generated by presenting the first stimulus in each test

pair to the model and calculating the pattern sum of squares (PSS) for the model’s out-

put relative to the second item in the test bigram. In other words, model error on each

test item is the squared Euclidean distance between the model’s prediction and the tar-

get (i.e., the second point in the test item). The higher this score, the further away in

the feature space the second tone in the pair is from the model’s prediction. Thus, we

take PSS to represent the model performance (i.e., how “familiar” items are to the

model). We will then compare the model performance to the human familiarity ratings.

We ran 50 simulations, each with a different random seed. Error was averaged over the

period of asymptotic performance (Epochs 10–50, in five epoch increments) for each

run of the simulation, creating an equivalent to subject means in the human data. In all

figures for simulation data, individual points represent these means, and the mean and

95% confidence intervals computed over the means of all runs are presented. Because

the data so clearly violate the assumptions of null hypothesis statistical testing, and

because differences between conditions are often in the form of non-overlapping or

nearly non-overlapping distributions, we do not present inferential tests for the simula-

tions.

Fig. 3. Structure of the feed-forward neural network used to simulate all five experiments presented here.

Input units D1 and D2 represent the values of modulation frequency (MF) and carrier frequency (CF) for

a stimulus at time t, scaled within a range of [�1,1]. Output units D1 and D2 are the model’s predicted

values of MF and CF at time t + 1, on a scale of [0,1]. There was also a bias unit with weighted connec-

tions to the hidden layer. The network used a logistic activation function and was trained via back-propa-

gation.
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3.2. Results and discussion

The computational model replicates many of the key patterns from the human data

(see Fig. 4). In Experiment 1, both the model and the human participants treat Words as

more familiar than Part-Words, and Part-words as more familiar than the two Non-word

conditions. However, unlike the human participants, the model error for Non-Words is

higher than for Reduplications, which were rated as highly unfamiliar by human partici-

pants.

In order to understand the basis for the difference in error across conditions, we pre-

sent in Fig. 5, a series of diagrams of the relationship between a representative run of

the model’s predictions (red arrows) and the presented test patterns (black arrows). For

Words, the model’s predictions align nearly perfectly with the test items, whereas for

Part-Words, the model’s prediction lands halfway between the two potential locations.

This happens because the simulation is trained equally often on the two options (here,

BA and BC), and it can only minimize error for both options simultaneously by finding

the mean. Note that in a small number of simulations, this results in learning reaching

asymptote in a local minimum, where error is equivalent for the Words and Part-

Words. These simulations also clarify why error is greater in the simulations for Non-

Words than for the Reduplication condition. Given a starting point associated with a

Word, the simulation predicts vertical movement to the corner that completes the word,

whereas for half of the Non-Word stimuli, the actual termination point is in the

Fig. 4. PSS by test category from Experiment 1 for 50 runs of the model, with means (lines) and confidence

intervals (gray boxes).
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opposite corner, that is, maximally distant from the predicted location along both

dimensions. In contrast, for the Reduplication condition, the terminating point is the

same as the starting point for the stimulus, making it maximally distant only on the

vertical axis.

Thus, the simulations make predictions that are similar to predictions from a label-and-

count model, although the error is computed based on the distance between the predicted

and observed location, rather than the probability of the next label given the current label.

Both approaches also predict differences between the Part-Word and Non-Word condi-

tions that are not observed in the human data. One possible explanation for the difference

between the Non-Word and Reduplication conditions in this experiment is that exact

matches between stimuli are detectable based on comparisons in echoic memory, and par-

ticipants were aware that stimuli were never repeated precisely during the training

Fig. 5. Average trajectories predicted by the model (red arrows) for selected test items (black arrows) in

Experiment 1.
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sequence. The design of Experiment 2 allows us to test this hypothesis directly, so we

address it in further detail below.

4. Experiment 2

Our first experiment demonstrated that participants could absorb statistical informa-

tion from sequences of identically repeated stimuli drawn from the corners of a percep-

tual space that is defined by carrier frequency and modulation frequency of tones. In

our second experiment, we introduced a small amount of variability, such that four

slightly different stimuli represented each of the categories used to define the statistical

regularities in the familiarization stream (Fig. 6). By structuring the stimulus variability

so that within-category variability was smaller than between-category variability, we

hoped to produce a conceptual replication of the conditions from Emberson et al.

(2013) under which successful learning was observed.

Using a small amount of stimulus variability also allowed us to introduce two condi-

tions that will be critical in Experiment 3. Specifically, during the testing phase, we

presented two different types of Reduplication trials, in which stimuli from the same

category were presented. In one condition, the first stimulus was the corner stimulus,

and the second stimulus was more central, roughly consistent with the trajectories fol-

lowed during the familiarization stream, whereas in the other condition, the sequence

went in the opposite direction (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. The four sound classes used in Experiment 2 in feature space.
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4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Participants
Thirty-seven undergraduate students at the University of Southern California were

recruited from Psychology Department subject pool, with 18 and 19 students in the two

counterbalancing conditions.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the test items in Experiment 2. Top left: word; top right: part-word; bottom left: correct

trajectory non-word; bottom right: incorrect trajectory non-word. The traversal distance for some of the words

and part-words are 7 or 5 units. The traversal distance for both types of non-words is much smaller.
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4.1.2. Stimuli
For this experiment, each “corner” of the acoustic space was realized as a cluster of

four stimuli, including the stimuli from Experiment 1, and stimuli one 30 Hz step away

in carrier frequency, one 18 Hz step away in modulation frequency, and a fourth stimulus

one step away on both dimensions. Step size was based on Holt and Lotto’s (2006)

empirical demonstration that these steps are perceived as equally large (see also match-

to-sample data in Appendix S1). In this way, as shown in Fig. 6, we created four distinct

clusters of stimuli, such that within-cluster variability was much smaller than between-

cluster variability. For counterbalancing purposes, another assignment of corners to the

labeling scheme (switch label of B with A, D with C) was used to generate training and

testing sequences, such that part-words and words were counterbalanced between two

conditions.

4.2. Design and procedure

4.2.1. Training phase
Similar to Experiment 1, a total of 512 AB words and 512 CD words were randomly

concatenated together to create the training stream. Given that there are four different

stimuli for each of the four categories (A, B, C & D), all possible transitions occurred at

equal frequency (that is, all four stimuli of A transitioned to all four stimuli of B; all four

stimuli of C transitioned to all four stimuli of D; part-word transitions occurred ran-

domly). Participants were given the same instructions as for Experiment 1 and listened to

the sound stream passively through the headphones while the screen was blank. Familiar-

ization lasted about 10.5 min.

4.2.2. Test phase
The test phase is constructed similarly to Experiment 1. Immediately after the train-

ing phase, we showed instructions for the test phase that asks participants to make

judgments about the sequences. There were a total of 16 test trials, 4 from each cate-

gory (Word, Part-Word, Correct Trajectory Non-words, and Incorrect Trajectory Non-

words).

The test items were constructed to test whether learners were able to learn transi-

tional probabilities between A, B, C, and D in the sequences. We constructed Words

(AB and CD), Part-words (BA and DC), and two types of Non-words that were a redu-

plication of the same element class (AA, BB, etc.). Correct trajectory non-word

repeated the same class (A, B, C or D) following a trajectory that occurred during the

familiarization stream (from the corner toward the center of the space). Incorrect trajec-

tory Non-words repeated the same class, but following the reverse trajectory. We pre-

sent the test items in the feature space in Fig. 7. Test trial order was randomized anew

for each participant.

Presentation parameters, test questions, and analyses were identical to those in Experi-

ment 1.
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4.3. Results

As shown in Fig. 8, participants rated the Word items as significantly more familiar

than Part-words (b = 0.601, z = 4.53, p < 0.001), Correct Trajectory Non-words

(b = 0.865, z = 6.52, p < 0.001), and Incorrect Trajectory Non-words (b = 0.912,

z = 6.88, p < 0.001). Thus, as in Experiment 1, participants were sensitive to manipula-

tions of transitional probability defined over unfamiliar stimuli. Further, this sensitivity to

subtle variability in the realization of the stimuli was robust. Participants also rated the

Part-word items as significantly more familiar than Correct Trajectory Non-words

(b = 0.264, z = 1.99, p = 0.047), and Incorrect Trajectory Non-words (b = 0.311,

z = 2.34, p = 0.019). In contrast, the two Non-word conditions did not differ from one

another (b = �0.047, z = �0.36, p = 0.721, ns).

The data from this experiment also shed light on a surprising finding in Experiment

1. One possibility is that the lack of a difference between Part-Words and Non-Words

in that experiment may have been due to range and contrast effects at test. In particu-

lar, the presence of a highly salient unfamiliar stimulus may have compromised the

ability to observe subtler differences between other, more familiar stimulus classes

(Braida & Durlach, 1972). Further, the exact repetition of stimuli may have driven

the high saliency of the Reduplication condition (see, e.g., Seidenberg & Elman,

Fig. 8. Ratings by Test Category in Experiment 2. Each dot represents a mean of ratings by subject in that

test category, and the solid line and shadows represent the mean and 95% confidence interval of all ratings in

that test category.
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1999), due to participants’ ability to compare these stimuli in echoic memory. Indeed,

in the current experiment, although both Non-Word stimuli consisted of pairs of stim-

uli drawn from the same quadrant, the lack of exact repetition appears to have

reduced their unfamiliarity. A mixed linear regression analysis directly comparing the

two experiments revealed an interaction between item type (Words vs. Reduplication

from Experiment 1 and Word vs. Incorrect-trajectory Non-words in Experiment 2) and

Experiment (1 vs. 2), b = �1.212, z = �6.97, p < 0.001. Thus, in the absence of a

highly salient unfamiliar stimulus, ratings may have been more sensitive to the subtler

difference between the Part-Word and Non-Word conditions, which is predicted by

both the label-and-count approach, and models based on tracking trajectories through

similarity space.

This result is readily interpreted as consistent with the view that participants learn

sequences over labels: the sequence AA, for example, never occurred in the familiar-

ization sequence and is therefore less likely than a Word or Part-Word sequence, irre-

spective of the “trajectory” defined by the change from one A to the other. An

account based on trajectory through similarity space, as we shall see below, necessar-

ily predicts a difference between the Correct and Incorrect Trajectory Non-Word

items, although the distance traversed by these items is quite small, raising questions

about the degree of precision that is appropriate when considering predictions on this

account, which we will return to when we discuss the simulation data below.

Fig. 9. Error (PSS) by test category over 50 runs of the model with standard deviation error bars for Experiment 2.
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5. Simulation 2

5.1. Design and procedure

The model architecture, parameters, and learning rule were identical to the simulations for

Experiment 1. The training and test sets were modified to simulate those from Experiment 2.

5.2. Results

As in Experiment 1, the simulations capture the significant differences between the Word and

Part-word stimuli, and predict differences between the Part-word and Non-word stimuli (Fig. 9).

The simulations make the additional prediction that Correct Trajectory Non-words will be treated

asmore familiar than Incorrect TrajectoryNon-words, whichwe did not observe in the human data.

The diagrams in Fig. 10 provide some insight into the basis of these predictions.

For Word stimuli, the model’s predictions are less precise than in Experiment 1,

Fig. 10. Average trajectories predicted by the model (red arrows) for selected test items (black arrows) in

Experiment 2.
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which is likely due to the variability in the target location. For Part-Word stimuli,

results were similar to Experiment 1, with the simulation predicting a location toward

the center of the horizontal axis. For the Non-Words, we can see that differences

between the conditions are driven by the fact that the two conditions start in similar

locations, and therefore the model makes similar predictions for both classes of stim-

uli. In the incorrect trajectory condition, the stimulus terminates in the corner, creating

a larger distance than for the correct trajectory, which terminates closer to the center.

This generates non-overlapping distributions of error scores, which is not consistent

with the human data.

6. Experiment 3

In Experiments 1 and 2, we established that statistical learning of sequences can be

obtained with stimuli drawn from discrete regions of this similarity space, and that

the results are broadly consistent with both models that depend on learning sequences

over discrete labels, and on tracking trajectories through similarity space. We observed

an unexpected effect of exact repetitions in Experiment 1 that is not predicted in

either model, but appears to have influenced familiarity judgments in the other condi-

tions. In Experiment 2, we saw that our simulations predicted effects of Correct vs.

Incorrect trajectory that was not observed in human data, although the small size of

this predicted effects compared to other predicted effects raises questions about how

to compare predictions from a relatively precise, deterministic model to human data

that is highly variable.

In Experiment 3, we have devised a situation in which very distinct predictions are

made by the two different ways of thinking about statistical learning. As shown in

Fig. 11, stimuli were drawn from throughout the perceptual space defined by two

dimensions, carrier frequency and frequency modulation. Bigram sequences were then

defined over quadrants in this space, and familiarization sequences were carefully con-

structed so that, for example, every A stimulus was equally likely to be followed by

every B stimulus (and every B stimulus was followed by a uniform distribution in

space of A and C stimuli2). Critically, test stimuli again included two different kinds of

Non-words. Both involved presentation of two stimuli from the same quadrant, How-

ever, for one type of stimulus, the trajectory taken was consistent with the familiariza-

tion sequence, whereas for the other, it was not. A model that assumes sequences are

learned over labeled entities would be forced to predict that the non-word stimuli

should be equally unlikely given that the probability of an A stimulus being followed

by another A is zero.

Thus, if participants encode the statistical regularities present in the familiarization

stream by first labeling a stimulus as being from one of the four quadrants, and then pre-

dicting the label of the next quadrant, the results should be similar to Experiment 2: par-

ticipants should find the Non-word stimuli most unfamiliar, and there should be no

difference between the two Non-word conditions. In contrast, if we imagine that
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participants are learning about the familiarization sequence as trajectories through percep-

tual space, the two Non-word conditions should differ, such that a change from one stim-

ulus to the next in the wrong direction should be rated as less familiar than a change that

is consistent with the trajectories experienced during familiarization.

6.1. Methods

6.1.1. Participants
Thirty-eight undergraduate students at the University of Southern California were

recruited from the Psychology Department subject pool.

6.1.2. Stimuli
As shown in Fig. 11, stimuli for this experiment covered the entire acoustic space in per-

ceptually equivalent steps (30 Hz in carrier frequency, 18 Hz in modulation frequency).

The space was divided up evenly into quadrants by bisecting each axis at its midpoint. For

counterbalancing purposes, another assignment of corners to the labeling scheme (switching

the label of B with A, D with C) was used to generate training and testing sequences, such

that part-words and words were counterbalanced across participants.

6.2. Design and procedure

6.2.1. Training phase
Participants listened to the sound stream passively through the headphones while the

screen was blank. The listening phase lasted about 10.5 min.

Fig. 11. The four sound classes used in Experiment 3 in feature space indicated with colors: red (A), blue

(B), black (C), and green (D).
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Similar to Experiments 1 and 2, a total of 512 AB words and 512 CD words were

concatenated together to create the training stream in the following way. Even though

there were 16 different stimuli in each of the four classes (A, B, C, & D), it was still

possible to have all A–B and C–D transitions occur between all elements of A and B

as well as C and D, given 512 AB and 512 CD transitions (each A–B and C–D transi-

tion occurred twice). There are twice as many possible Part-word transitions as Word

transitions, because Part-Words starting in quadrant B can terminate in either quadrant

A or C, and Part-Words starting in quadrant D can terminate in either quadrant A or

C as well. In order to ensure an even distribution of Part-words in terms of the trajec-

tories taken through space, we used a recursive sampling algorithm to sample the pop-

ulation of Part-Words. This sampling process, briefly, assumes the 8 9 8 grid as a

checkerboard and allows a part word transition from white locations to white locations

only, effectively taking half of the possible transitions (e.g., the bottom left location

cannot transition to the top left location, but rather the location to the right and below

the top left location). This ensures that all the transitions are evenly distributed for all

positions so that the mean trajectory for each point is directed toward the center of the

distribution of all possible locations, as shown in Fig. 12. For example, from every

point in quadrant A, every point in quadrant B is equally likely to be next, resulting

in a tight distribution of trajectories. In contrast, from every point in B, points in both

A and C quadrants may be visited next, resulting in a wider distribution of possible

trajectories.

Fig. 12. The angles of trajectories in the feature space from each point used in Experiment 3 during the

training phase.
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6.2.2. Test phase
Immediately after the training phase, we asked participants to make judgments about

bigram test sequences. There were a total of 32 test trials, 8 from each category (Word,

Part-word, Correct Trajectory Non-word, and Incorrect Trajectory Non-word).

Fig. 13 visualizes the test items in terms of their direction of change in the simi-

larity space. Word items start in either quadrant A or C and terminate in quadrant B

or D, respectively. Part-Word stimuli start in the lower quadrants (B or D) and termi-

nate in an upper quadrant. Note that the trajectories taken for both Word and Part-

Fig. 13. Illustration of the test items in Experiment 3. Top left: Word; top right: Part-word; bottom left: Cor-

rect Trajectory Non-word; bottom right: Incorrect Trajectory Non-word.
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word stimuli (a) cross the midline, (b) follow the median angle for the starting point

(as shown in Fig. 12), and (c) have a constant length (three arbitrary units) across

conditions, with the result that the second stimulus in both Word and Part-Word con-

ditions terminates at points in the similarity space that were never presented during

familiarization.

With the exception of crossing the midline, we followed these same constraints in cre-

ating the Non-Word stimuli that followed a “correct” trajectory. Starting with a stimulus

close to the corner of the quadrant, the next stimulus was a constant distance away

(again, three arbitrary units) along the median angle presented during familiarization.

Note that because of their starting positions, these stimulus sequences begin and terminate

within the same quadrant, so that a mechanism that keeps track of statistics by labels only

should score these as unfamiliar, as in Experiment 2, although they follow a path that is

highly consistent with the familiarization stream in terms of the trajectory through space.

Finally, we created the “incorrect” trajectories by simply reversing the order of the stim-

uli in the “correct” trajectory Non-Word sequences. Thus, the critical comparison in this

experiment is between the Incorrect and Correct-Trajectory Non-Words. If, during the

familiarization stage, participants are learning about the trajectory of change from one

stimulus to the next, the Correct-Trajectory Non-words should be rated as more familiar

than the Incorrect-Trajectory Non-words. In contrast, if participants learn sequences by

labeling each stimulus as coming from one of the four quadrants, and tracking the proba-

bility of the next stimulus on the basis of its quadrant, there would be no basis to dis-

criminate between the two Non-word conditions in which both stimuli are drawn from

the same quadrant.

Otherwise, procedures were identical to Experiments 1 and 2.

6.3. Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 14, the Incorrect Trajectory Non-words were rated as less familiar

than the Correct Trajectory Non-words (b = �0.149, z = �2.04, p = 0.041), the Part-

words (b = �0.254, z = �3.49, p < 0.001), and Words (b = 0.215, z = 2.95, p = 0.003).

This pattern is not predicted under any model of statistical learning in which participants

first categorize stimuli and learn from the transitional probability of the next label given

the label of the current stimulus, because the Incorrect and Correct trajectories should be

identical according to their quadrant labels. In terms of the transitional probabilities over

labels, the conditions in this experiment are identical to Experiment 2, where the Word

condition was more familiar than the Part-word condition, and the two Non-word condi-

tions were less familiar than the Part-word condition (and did not differ from one

another). The results are, however, consistent with the hypothesis that participants are

learning about the sequences in the training phase as trajectories through perceptual

space. On this view, the Incorrect Trajectory Non-words are least familiar because they

take an unfamiliar path through the perceptual space.

Interestingly, no other contrasts were significant. Words and Part-words did not differ

in rated familiarity (b = �0.039, z = �0.54, p = 0.588), Words and Correct Trajectory
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Non-words did not differ (b = 0.066, z = 0.90, p = 0.367), nor did Part-words and Cor-

rect Trajectory Non-words (b = 0.105, z = 1.44, p = 0.149). This is also inconsistent with

any mechanism that learns statistical regularities as sequences over labels. It is much

easier to interpret this result in terms of learning trajectories through perceptual space.

Aside from the Incorrect Trajectory Non-words, all of the other sequences in the test set

follow a trajectory in a direction that reflects the central tendency of the angles encoun-

tered during the training phase. In contrast, the test stimuli for the Incorrect Trajectory go

in roughly the opposite direction. Thus, under these experimental conditions (i.e., when

distance traveled is held constant) it seems that the direction of the trajectory is critically

important.

7. Simulation 3

7.1. Design and procedure

The model architecture, parameters, and learning rule were identical to the simulations

for Experiments 1 and 2. The training and test sets were modified to simulate the stimuli

of Experiment 3.

Fig. 14. Ratings by Test Category in Experiment 3. Each dot represents a mean of ratings by subject in that

test category, and the solid line and shadows represent the mean and 95% confidence interval of all ratings in

that test category.
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7.2. Results

As shown in Fig. 15, the simulations captured the key result of Experiment 3, that the

Incorrect Trajectory Non-Words were significantly less familiar than the three other con-

ditions. The simulations also predicted no difference between Word and Part-Word stim-

uli, as observed in the human data. The models incorrectly predict that the Correct

Trajectory Non-Words should be intermediate in familiarity between the Incorrect Trajec-

tory Non-Words and the other stimulus types, although the difference between the Correct

Trajectory items and Words (0.23) or Part-Words (0.24) is much smaller than the differ-

ence from the Incorrect Trajectory Non-Words (0.42).

We can understand how the model arrived at these predictions by considering the tra-

jectories in Fig. 16. The Word and Part-Word trajectories tested terminate near the center

of the space, making them particularly consistent with the model’s predictions. The Incor-

rect Trajectory Non-words terminate in corners, quite distant from the predicted termina-

tion point. The Correct Trajectory Non-words terminate in the same quadrant where they

began and are therefore necessarily more distant from the center of the target quadrant

than the terminating points for matched Word and Part-word stimuli.

This suggests that over-reliance on central tendency is a general problem and poten-

tially serious issue in applying this type of simulation to this type of data set. A more

appropriate model might be one that treats all locations in the target quadrant as equally

probable. Alternatively, we could compute error based on the distance between the angle

Fig. 15. Error (pattern sum of squares) by test category over 50 runs of the model with standard deviation

error bars for Experiment 3.
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produced by the simulation and the angle produced by the test stimulus rather than the

distance between the termination points. That evaluation strategy would produce a better

fit to the data in the current experiment, but not in Experiment 2, where the small traver-

sal distance of both Non-word conditions appear to have played an important role in

human subjects’ familiarity ratings. Finally, we might consider that the difference

between Correct Trajectory Non-words and Words is somewhat smaller in the simulation

than the difference between Correct and Incorrect Trajectory Non-Words. The simulation

data are much less noisy. Because further experiments would be necessary in order to

decide among different linking hypotheses between the simulations and the data, we pre-

sent only results based on the Euclidean distance between termination points, and con-

sider the relative size of differences in familiarity between stimulus types, without

making strong claims about how well the model fits the human data.

Fig. 16. Average trajectories predicted by the model (red arrows) for selected test items (black arrows) in

Experiment 3.
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8. Experiment 4

This experiment serves as a partial replication of Experiment 3 designed to be

directly comparable to Experiment 5, which in turn was designed to address an alter-

native account of the results so far. Specifically, one possible explanation for the

results of Experiment 3 is that, because the two Words in the training phase involved

movement in the same direction on one axis (e.g., “high” to “low” in Fig. 12), partic-

ipants may have identified the Incorrect Trajectory Non-word items on the basis of

their position in that dimension only. In order to determine whether tracking trajecto-

ries through similarity space can play a role in statistical learning studies with more

complex stimuli, we designed a new familiarization sequence in which participants

would be required to use both acoustic dimensions simultaneously. We suspected that

effects for this new sequence would be smaller than for the sequence used in Experi-

ment 3, because it is a more complex learning problem. Therefore, we removed the

Part-Word condition (where no effect was observed in Experiment 3), in order to

focus on the difference between Correct and Incorrect Trajectory Non-words; we also

planned to run twice as many participants as in Experiment 3. Thus, in order to pro-

vide a basis for comparison between learning in the simpler and more complex

sequences, in Experiment 4, we tested learning for the sequence in Experiment 3

under the same testing conditions, and with the same number of participants as in

Experiment 5.

8.1. Methods

8.1.1. Participants
Seventy-two undergraduate students from The University of Southern California were

recruited from the Psychology Department subject pool. They received either course

credit or a payment of $5 for their participation.

8.1.2. Stimuli
Familiarization stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 3. Test stimuli are

described below.

8.2. Design and procedure

The design and procedure were identical to those used in Experiment 3, except for

the stimulus classes included in the testing phase, which excluded the Part-Word condi-

tion used in Experiment 3. There were a total of 36 test trials, 12 of each from three

test conditions: Word, Correct Trajectory Non-Word, and Incorrect Trajectory Non-

Word. Each test category had four unique test items that were repeated three times

each, for a total of 12 trials per condition.
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8.3. Results and discussion

Experiment 4 replicated key findings from Experiment 3 (Fig. 17). Words were rated as

significantly more familiar than items in both the Correct Trajectory (b = 0.27, z = 5.01,

p < 0.001) and Incorrect Trajectory (b = 0.37, z = 6.91, p < 0.001) Non-word conditions.

The difference between ratings for Correct Trajectory Non-Words and Incorrect Trajectory

Non-Words was marginally significant (b = 0.10, z = 1.90, p = 0.057). Although the

increase from Correct to Incorrect Trajectory Non-Words was only marginally significant, it

is important to note the overall trend of increasing unfamiliarity across the three conditions

(compare Figs. 14 and 17) is consistent with data from Experiment 3.

9. Simulation 4

9.1. Design and procedure

The model architecture, parameters, and learning rule were identical to the simulations

for Experiments 1–3. The training and test sets were modified to simulate the stimuli of

Experiment 4.

9.2. Results

These simulations produced essentially identical results to the simulations of Experi-

ment 3 (Fig. 18). The Correct Trajectory Non-words and Incorrect Trajectory Non-words

Fig. 17. Ratings by test category for Experiment 4. Each dot in the scatter represents a subject’s mean rating

on a scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 is most familiar and 5 is most unfamiliar) for that category. The line and

shadow indicate the mean rating and 95% confidence interval for all subjects in that category, respectively.
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both had higher error scores than Words, and the Incorrect Trajectory Non-words had

higher error scores than Correct Trajectory Non-words (Fig. 19). In this case, the human

data were more similar to the simulation data in that the difference between Words and

Correct Trajectory Non-words was larger than the difference between the Non-word cate-

gories. This difference in size of particular contrasts across replications encouraged us to

consider the general pattern of results across studies, rather than specific effect sizes. We

note that the simulations predict increasing error scores (decreasing familiarity) as we go

from Words to Correct Trajectory Non-words to Incorrect Trajectory Non-words, and this

is what is found in both Experiments 3 and 4.

Fig. 19. Average trajectories predicted by the model (red arrows) for selected test items (black arrows) in

Experiment 4.

Fig. 18. Error (PSS) by test category over 50 runs of the model with standard deviation error bars for Exper-

iment 4.
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10. Experiment 5

In Experiments 3 and 4, words were defined as transitions from a tone in quadrant A to a

tone in B or from a tone in quadrant C to a tone in D, such that participants could have used a

single dimension to learn the regularities in prior experiments. In the current experiment, we

created a learning environment in which participants were required to use the two acoustic

dimensions in conjunction with one another, by defining words as transitions from A to B or

D to C, as shown in Fig. 20. If participants are able to learn from this sequence, it will demon-

strate that trajectories through similarity space can be learned in at least two dimensions.

10.1. Methods

10.1.1. Participants
Seventy-two undergraduate students from The University of Southern California were

recruited from the Psychology Department subject pool. They received either course

credit or a payment of $5 for their participation.

10.1.2. Stimuli
Stimuli were taken from the same acoustic space as Experiments 3 and 4. Each stimu-

lus comprised 300 ms of sound and 300 ms of silence.

Fig. 20. The angles of trajectories from each point used in Experiment 5 in the training phase in the feature

space.
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10.1.3. Training phase
Words were defined as transitions A–B and D–C (rather than C-D as in Experiments 3

and 4). The sound stream contained a total of 512 AB words and 512 DC words, such

that all possible A–B transitions and D–C transitions were presented twice. Otherwise,

the procedure used was identical to all prior experiments.

10.1.4. Testing phase
The testing procedure for Experiment 5 was consistent with Experiment 4, but it used

a different set of test items. There were a total of 36 trials, 12 of each from the same

three test conditions: Word, Correct Trajectory Non-Word, and Incorrect Trajectory Non-

Word (Fig. 21). Each test category had four unique test items that were repeated three

times each, for a total of 12 trials per condition. All test items were novel and followed

trajectories with a length of three arbitrary units from the first to second tone in the

bigram. As before, the Correct-Trajectory Non-Word pairs of stimuli began and ended in

the same quadrant (e.g. AA or DD) but followed a trajectory along the median angle

established during the training phase (in general, toward the center of the acoustic space).

The Incorrect Trajectory Non-Word condition contained the same pairs of sounds from

the Correct Trajectory condition, but reversed the order in which they were played such

that they follow the opposite, more unfamiliar trajectory (i.e. outwards from the center of

the acoustic space).

10.2. Results and discussion

As in the previous experiment, there is robust evidence of statistical learning in Experi-

ment 5 (Fig. 22). Unlike in Experiment 4, however, there was only a marginally signifi-

cant difference between average ratings for Words and Correct Trajectory Non-Words

(b = 0.11, z = 1.96, p = 0.05). As before, Words were rated as significantly more famil-

iar than Incorrect Trajectory Non-Words (b = 0.30, z = 5.62, p < 0.001). Furthermore,

Fig. 21. Illustration of the test items in Experiment 5. From left to right: Word; Correct Trajectory Non-

word; Incorrect Trajectory Non-word.
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Correct Trajectory Non-Words were rated as significantly more familiar than Incorrect

Trajectory Non-Words (b = 0.20, z = 3.66, p < 0.001), indicating sensitivity to the direc-

tion of change.

Thus, results from Experiments 3–5 follow the same general trend: Words were rated

as most familiar, followed by Correct Trajectory Non-Words, with Incorrect Trajectory

Non-Words rated as most unfamiliar, although particular pairwise contrasts differ in sig-

nificance across experiments. This ranking is inconsistent with models that assume partic-

ipants learn sequential statistics as conditional probabilities calculated over discrete

labels, and it supports the view that sequences can be learned by tracking trajectories

through similarity space. The difference between ratings for Incorrect Trajectory and Cor-

rect Trajectory Non-Words is equivalent in Experiments 5 and 4 (b = 0.093, z = 1.16,

p = 0.25). Thus, even when two dimensions must be taken into account, participants are

able to distinguish more plausible sequences from less plausible sequences on the basis

of the direction of change from one stimulus to the next.

11. Simulation 5

11.1. Design and procedure

The model architecture, parameters, and learning rule were identical to the simulations

for the previous experiments. The training and test sets were modified to simulate the

stimuli of Experiment 5.

Fig. 22. Ratings by test category for Experiment 5. Each dot in the scatter represents a subject’s mean rating

on a scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 is most familiar and 5 is most unfamiliar) for that category. The line and

shadow indicate the mean rating and 95% confidence interval for all subjects in that category.
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11.2. Results

The simulations again produced a pattern whereby Words had lower error than Correct

Trajectory Non-words, which in turn had lower error than Incorrect Trajectory Non-words

(Figs. 23 and 24). The model is also consistent with the human data in that the difference

between Correct Trajectory and Incorrect Trajectory Non-words was, if anything, larger
for this sequence than for what we had assumed would be the easier-to-learn AB/CD

sequence.

Fig. 23. Error (PSS) by test category over 50 runs of the model with standard deviation error bars for Exper-

iment 5.

Fig. 24. Average trajectories predicted by the model (red arrows) for selected test items (black arrows) in

Experiment 5.
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12. General discussion

Our goal in this study was to explore a novel approach to statistical learning that treats

elements in a sequence as locations in a perceptual space and allows sequences to be learned

as trajectories through this space. We created a simple computational model that instantiates

key features of this mechanism; that is, its input and output are represented as continuous,

two-dimensional spaces, and it learns to predict position at time t from the position at time

t � 1. This model correctly predicts the relative familiarity of three stimulus classes (in

decreasing order of familiarity, Words, Correct Trajectory Non-words, and Incorrect Trajec-

tory Non-words) across Experiments 3–5. Importantly, the Correct and Incorrect Trajectory

stimuli were matched for transitional probability computed over putative labels, so that, for

these data, our novel approach offers an explanation that is at least simpler, and possibly

more accurate, than existing approaches that track the transitional probability of discrete ele-

ments. For the remainder of the discussion, we consider whether our novel approach is best

understood as complementary to existing approaches, or, more radically, whether it could

offer a more parsimonious account of statistical learning in general. The data so far are

equivocal, but they point to interesting avenues for future research.

12.1. Experiments 1 and 2: Labels or discrete locations in a perceptual space?

Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to approximate the design of prior statistical learning

experiments, using stimuli and conditions that parallel the later experiments. Specifically,

although stimuli were drawn from a continuous, two-dimensional space, they were either

single items (Experiment 1) or tight clusters (Experiment 2) residing in the corners of that

space. We reasoned that the stimulus selection would be felicitous for a label-and-count

strategy—because the stimuli are clearly discriminable between quadrants, and identical or

highly similar within quadrants (Emberson et al., 2013)—and that the broader range of foil

conditions would reveal granular effects that would permit more nuanced comparisons of

the two models under consideration. In fact, the results present challenges for both models.

In Experiment 1, a simple count of the transitional probabilities predicted that Words

should be more familiar than Part-words, which in turn should be more familiar than Non-

words, and that there should be no difference between the Non-words and the Reduplication

condition, as both have a transitional probability of zero. Our simulations based on tracking

trajectories through similarity space predicted essentially the same thing, with the only dif-

ference being that the simulation produced a small advantage for the Reduplication condi-

tion over the Non-word condition. In the human data, however, no difference was observed

between Part-Words and Non-Words (which were both rated less familiar than Words), and

the Reduplication condition was rated least familiar by a very wide margin.

Neither model can account for the large difference in familiarity between the Redu-

plication condition and the Non-word condition. We suggest that this difference may be

driven by the high salience of a perfect match between two sequential stimuli, espe-

cially given that the rate of presentation is well within the estimated duration of echoic
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memory (Neisser, 1967). That is, participants are very confident that they never heard

exact repetitions of stimuli in the familiarization stream, and are able to identify exact

repetitions at test. Indeed, the two Non-word conditions in Experiment 2 are both very

similar to the Reduplication condition in Experiment 1, but the stimuli do not match

exactly. In the human data for Experiment 2, the range of familiarity scores overall is

much smaller and Word, Part-Word, and Non-word conditions all differ from one

another significantly, as predicted by both transitional probabilities and the neural net-

work simulations presented here. In terms of subject means for each condition, Experi-

ment 1 ranges from 1.7 (for Words) to 3.8 (for Reduplication), whereas Experiment 2

ranges from 1.6 to 2.5.

The lack of a difference between Part-word and Non-word ratings in Experiment 1 is

also not predicted by either model. Here, we suggest that the presence of the highly unfa-

miliar Reduplication condition played a role in reducing the dynamic range for other

responses (Namdar, Ganel, & Algom, 2016). It is possible that if the Reduplication condi-

tion had not been present, a significant difference between Part-words and Non-words

might have been observed, as in Experiment 2.

Consideration of the relatively high variability and small effect sizes in the human data

raises questions about what sort of linking hypotheses are appropriate to consider when

determining whether data are consistent with one model’s predictions over another’s.

Most features of the results of Experiment 2 are predicted by both models: Familiarity

decreases monotonically from Words to Part-words to Non-words. However, we observed

no difference between the two types of Non-words, which is consistent with the predic-

tion of a transitional probability-based model, and inconsistent with our model. A sympa-

thetic interpretation might note that our model predicts a proportionally much smaller

difference between the Correct-trajectory and Incorrect-trajectory Non-words in Experi-

ment 2, so that that we might expect any difference between these conditions to be small,

or even non-significant in the human data. But a serious argument along those lines

requires some formal way of linking the Euclidean distance used for the model’s error on

the one hand with familiarity ratings on the other. Further, direct comparisons between

models would require linking assumptions for both, but many different linking assump-

tions are possible. Without data about a broader range of familiarization and testing con-

ditions, the linking hypotheses themselves would be difficult to motivate independently.

Thus, while the results of Experiment 2 are apparently more consistent with a label-and-

count approach than our model, the development of more sophisticated linking hypothe-

ses is an important avenue for future research.

12.2. A novel mechanism of statistical learning

In Experiments 3–5, our simulation models correctly predict an effect of trajectory

through similarity space on Non-word familiarity. Although some pairwise comparisons

are only marginally significant, in all three experiments, Words were more familiar than

Correct Trajectory Non-words, which in turn were more familiar than Incorrect Trajectory
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Non-words. This is evidence that participants can learn sequences as trajectories through

a perceptual similarity space.

Any account of the differences between Non-word types in terms of learning statistical

sequences over symbolic units would have to include some explanation for why items

that are the same in terms of their labels would be treated differently at test. It may be

argued, for example, that some items are recognized more readily as belonging in their

quadrant (e.g., items near the far corner, or near the center), depending on what sort of

categorization process one imagines. For this ancillary assumption to do explanatory

work, however, some further set of assumptions about how labeling ambiguity influences

the extraction of statistical information about sequences, and some systematic way of

determining whether stimuli can be readily labeled or not are needed.

Critically, it is difficult to imagine a principled account of why some stimuli are better

exemplars for a label than others that does not require some kind of similarity metric,

which brings us back to our initial point about the simulation models presented here. We

argue that they work well in these circumstances precisely because they use the similarity

metric directly and continuously, simulating the operation of a novel mechanism for sta-

tistical learning. At the same time, it is not impossible to imagine a well-motivated set of

linking hypotheses describing how stimulus similarity impacts statistical learning in a “la-

bel-and-count” model, for example, by treating each stimulus as a probability distribution

over a set of labels, rather than the winner-take-all approach implicit in the existing

research.

12.3. How generally does this newly identified mechanism apply?

It is worth asking whether our experiments here (especially Experiments 3–5) are

designed in such a way as to highlight trajectories—that is, whether such a design cap-

tures the complexities of real-life learning scenarios or is simply an artificial mental exer-

cise that lacks ecological validity. We would argue that any set of stimuli used in a

sequence learning task can be conceived of as occupying a similarity space with respect

to one another (and the participant’s prior experience), so that the current results point

the way toward further research with more naturalistic stimuli. Even artificial stimulus

classes designed to be highly discriminable from one another—letters of the alphabet, line

drawings, cartoon sound effects—sit in a similarity space, albeit one defined by a smaller

number of features than more natural stimuli.

Under some conditions, participants clearly do make explicit use of labels, as if they

were tracking transitional probabilities all along. Perhaps the clearest example of such a

study was conducted by Brady and Oliva (2008), who familiarized participants with

streams of images depicting different kinds of scenes (“kitchen,” “forest,” “street,” etc.).

In a critical experiment, a unique image was presented on each trial, and the images

shared very little in the way of low-level visual features. At test, participants were given

sequences of lexical labels for the scenes and were significantly above chance at discrimi-

nating sequences that had been presented from sequences that had not. Thus, the results

were interpreted as evidence that the sequences were learned over sequences of concepts,
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rather than over higher-fidelity or less-abstract representations of individual scenes them-

selves.

When labels are conveniently available, they may be used either instead of, or in addi-

tion to, trajectories through perceptual space. The motivation for using such labels is

clear: In principle, it reduces the computational load of tracking statistics. The learner is

assumed to reduce each stimulus to a single label, then learns the sequence over labels.

Elaborating predictions based on trajectories through similarity space in such a study

immediately creates a number of difficulties. First, there are many different ways to com-

pute a similarity space for a heterogeneous collection of images of natural scenes. Sec-

ond, we would still have to explain how and why participants would endorse the labels at

test, if they were not using them during learning. It could be argued quite fairly that

explaining the results of the Brady and Oliva (2008) experiment in terms of trajectory

through similarity space would necessarily be less elegant, and possibly dependent on

idiosyncratic stimulus features that are not important for human scene identification

(Yosinski, Clune, Bengio, & Lipson, 2014). Thus, when stimuli are readily assigned pre-

existing labels, it is simplest to assume that participants have the output of this labeling

process available to them in real time and use it to compute transitional probabilities.

These arguments favor the view that the mechanism we have identified in the current

study, while novel, may be restricted to situations such as those in Experiments 3–5,
which differ in important ways from typical statistical learning paradigms.

Nonetheless, considering how our novel approach might apply to the broad range of

statistical learning phenomena in the literature raises a number of interesting new ques-

tions. Even in the extreme case of the Brady and Oliva (2008) results, there is scope for

a trajectory-based approach to provide new insights. Approaches to automatic identifica-

tion of natural scenes (and objects in natural scenes) generally begin by re-describing the

image in terms of a relatively small number of features, whether these are designed to be

biomimetic, based on computational investigations of the visual cortex (Serre, Oliva, &

Poggio, 2007), driven by a particular theory of scene identification (Oliva & Torralba,

2001), or extracted by a sophisticated machine learning algorithm (Lee, Grosse, Ran-

ganath, & Ng, 2009). Labeling, then, proceeds as some transformation of a similarity

space defined over either pre-determined or discovered features into a discrete set of

labels. It is possible that sequences are actually learned as trajectories through that space,

rather than, or in addition to, the conceptual labels. We could test this by creating stimuli

for which exemplars in the conceptual categories have relatively low similarity to one

another, but are nonetheless good exemplars of the category. We predict that this should

interfere with learning relative to a condition in which the stimuli that share a label are

drawn from a smaller, more coherent region of the similarity space, whereas a label-and-

count approach would predict that only ease of labeling should have an effect (e.g.,

Emberson & Rubinstein, 2016).

At the same time, just because a solution is inelegant and exploits potentially spurious

correlations does not mean that it does not contribute to how the brain solves a particular

problem. Studies of language processing have demonstrated that physical regularities that

are neither necessary nor sufficient for categorization nonetheless appear to influence
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predictive mechanisms related to statistical learning, as when a noun that has ortho-

graphic/phonological features more typical of verbs (Farmer, Christiansen, & Monaghan,

2006) occurs in a position where syntactic cues strongly favor the presentation of a noun

(Dikker et al., 2010). Although “noun” and “verb” are abstract categories that, in princi-

ple, have no meaningful correlation with surface form, incidental correlations with sur-

face properties appear to play some role in online language processing. Thus, while it

would be computationally elegant to ignore relatively weak and unreliable surface cues to

syntactic or phonetic categories—and, at some level of processing, we must do so,

because despite the subtle physiological and physiological effects of “verbiness” or

“nouniness,” participants nonetheless manage to parse the sentences in these studies with-

out too much difficulty—skilled language users apparently do not ignore them. This

should prompt us to keep an open mind when considering whether physical similarity of

stimuli plays a role in statistical learning experiments.

Thus, even when stimuli are drawn from ready-made categories, or can be easily

labeled, our approach suggests that careful examination of the similarity relations among

stimuli in experiments may illuminate otherwise mysterious demonstrations that some

collections of stimuli are more felicitous for statistical learning than others. For example,

Gebhart et al. (2009) used the alert sounds from Macintosh OS 9, which includes an

admixture of noises (e.g., a quacking duck, a cartoonish “boing,” etc.) that are highly dis-

criminable from one another, but are difficult to describe as occupying a coherent similar-

ity space defined by their physical properties. Participants eventually learned statistical

regularities defined over these stimuli, but, notably, this required far longer exposure

durations (100 min) than is typical of statistical learning studies. Similarly, Creel et al.

(2004) found that learning of non-adjacent dependencies for tones depended on system-

atic variations in timbre, as if participants were using the timbre dimension to separate

the input into parallel sequences.

A potential advantage of the trajectory-based approach is that it can provide an expla-

nation for how statistical learning can function without assuming that participants neces-

sarily label stimuli in real time. Many situations in which statistical learning phenomena

are found appear to have this character, for example, when babies encounter synthesized

speech syllables (e.g., Saffran et al., 1996), or when adult humans encounter stimuli that

do not fit a priori categories (e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002). Much of the interest in statisti-

cal learning arises because it is thought to be a basic mechanism that can be applied

under more naturalistic circumstances. Under such circumstances, however, ambiguity

about the identity of individual stimuli is rampant and exerts a continuous influence on

processing (McMurray et al., 2002; Spivey et al., 2005). Current models of statistical

learning do not take this into account; whether this undermines their validity, or even

limits their generality, is an empirical question. At the very least, we suppose it will be

constructive to address the relationship of perceptual labeling processes to sequential

learning, and our alternative model provides a theoretical alternative that can help gen-

erate new questions.

With respect to language development, statistical learning has been argued to con-

tribute to identifying candidate words from continuous speech (Saffran, 2003) and
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elementary aspects of syntax (Thompson & Newport, 2007). But adult native speakers

are highly dependent on context for recognition of phonemes (Nusbaum & Henly, 1992;

Samuel, 2011) and words (Pollack & Pickett, 1963), and parses of sentences are often

highly context dependent. Further, in order for statistical learning to work as a label-and-

count process, language would need to be stage-like in development, such that represen-

tations at lower levels are fixed, or at least mostly in place, before learning can proceed

further up the hierarchy, a view that has been challenged by a wide variety of research

findings (e.g., Beckman & Edwards, 2000; Onnis & Spivey, 2012; Tomasello, 2009).

Because our approach does not require categorization or labeling, we suggest that it may

be a more suitable mechanism for understanding some of the key situations in which sta-

tistical learning has been observed.
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found

online in the supporting information tab for this article:

Appendix S1. Supplementary experiment that demon-

strates the linearity of the stimuli in the perceptual space.
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